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Memorandum
DATE : January 1, 2010

TO : NFA Firearm Transferees

FROM : R.S. Hooper

SUBJECT : Transferring NFA items to a trust

Hi, thank you for inquiring about NFA transfers. First off, I am not an Attorney,
but have consulted with several on this subject. The following document has been used
for successful Alabama and Georgia transfers through the BATFE NFA branch. Please
read the following instructions carefully. I am not to be held responsible for any mistakes
or problems that may arise due to the use of this trust document.
Instructions:
1. In the text of the document, you need to change only the words that are
underlined and in bold. These are usually “YOUR NAME” and so forth. It should be self-
explanatory.
****Be sure to release the bold and underline feature in word after changing
the wording.(top right corner)
2. You must name someone you trust to be the trustee. When you are alive, you
are the Grantor and trustee to your own property. There are three other people to be
Named should the successor trustee need advice. Again, these are people you trust and
Have a clean record. You also need to put something in trust to start. This can be
anything from a ballpoint pen to your antique car. Most folks put something they will
keep in there.
3. Once you have it filled out properly, click “Save AS” in the file column and
make a separate file for the new trust. That way you can print it out later should you need
it for another transfer.
4. Once saved, print the document and have it notarized. It might be best to take
several copies while you are there. Every time you send in a trust transfer, it needs to be
an original signed document.

*****BE SURE YOU FOLLOW STATE LAW IN REGARDS TO YOUR STATE’S
LEGALITIES ON TRUSTS.
5. ***Do not send with transfer:
Schedule A – Page 1 of 1
Assignment of Property – Page 1 of 1
**Some examiners may require these to be sent in.
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6. On the form 4, the name and address to be transferred to is:
YOUR NAME, Revocable Living Trust
Your street
Your city, state, zip and county
7. You sign the rear of the form in the transferee signature box.
8. These are NOT required for a trust transfer:

Fingerprint cards
Passport photos
LE Signature/approval
The instructions for the trust you are reading.

9. CHECKLIST for packet sent to BATFE:
Original trust printout …1 copy
Form 4 (2 originals signed and dated)
Certification of citizenship form filled out…1 copy
Payment to the ATFE for $200.00

Any questions, see the attached PDF sample form 4. Still have questions, email or
call. I do these pretty regular and will be happy to help.
Please visit my website for your gun smithing needs.I bed rifles, thread barrels, install
Tactical Bolt knobs, complete rifle builds, etc..

Your Friend,

R.S. Hooper
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